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SOCCER GOAL WITH TENSION RODS
-EASYTEC-

SKU: 30025-E

Color: natural aluminum
7.32 x 2.44 m
With tension rods
Safety net hooks
Optionally with protective sleeve

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SOCCER GOAL WITH TENSION RODS AND NET HOOKS

The soccer goal with tensioning rods comes in the easytec version with extremely flat
designed safety net hooks. These can be quickly and easily attached to the goal frame
profile so that the net has a secure hold in the goal. All other technical details match those
of the premium model (with milled net suspension):

The soccer goal in the size 7.32 x 2.44 m has tension rods for free net suspension. This
results in both an upper and a lower projection of the goal of 2.00 m. The tension rods are
mounted in ground sockets (not included), just like the soccer goal itself, so that a firm
stand is guaranteed.

Note: Ground frame, ground sockets (for soccer goal and tension rods) and the goal net
are not included.
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Confirmed product quality

The large field goal with tension rods has an extraordinary stability and durability. This is
achieved by the robust construction: The miters are firmly welded. Furthermore, welded-in
corner connectors stabilize the overall construction and also serve as adapters for the
post. The soccer goal is manufactured with tension rods made of aluminum. The
aluminum profile has the dimensions 100 x 120 mm and a wall thickness of 2.5 mm. The
goal comes in the color aluminum natural.

The soccer goal with tension rods -easytec- complies with the rules of FIFA and DFB
(German Football Association). Furthermore, we manufacture the soccer goal according
to the common DIN standard. The goal is also TÜV certified (TÜV – German Association
for Technical Inspection) so the soccer goal with net hooks also complies with the current
safety rules.

The soccer goal can be optionally equipped with protective sleeves. The additionally
welded post sleeve on both posts guarantees an exact installation height and at the same
time prevents soiling of the ground sleeve.

Buy soccer goals and sports equipment from professionals

Buy soccer goals with tension rods directly from the manufacturer! At the sports
equipment manufacturer artec® you get everything that the soccer heart desires. We
attach great importance to a high product quality as well as a long durability of our soccer
goals and sports equipment. artec® offers you a variety of robust soccer goals for
different applications: Whether professional competition goals, mobile training goals,
youth goals or even recreational goals and mini goals. Our sports equipment assortment
leaves nothing to be desired! Simply select the suitable soccer goal in the store and let us
convince you of the quality! Please also inform yourself about the technical details of our
goals.
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VARIATIONS

Image SKU Description Protective sleeve

30023-E with protective sleeve

30025-E without protective sleeve
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ZUSÄTZLICHE INFORMATIONEN

Goal Size 7.32 x 2.44 m

Goal projection top 200 cm

Goal projection bottom 200 cm

Goal frame profile Oval profile 100 x 120 mm

Ground Frame Profile Selectable As Accessorie

Installation In Ground Sockets

Model Screwed

Color / Surface Natural Aluminum

Goal net suspension Safety net hooks

Net suspension rear Tie Rods

Product Line easytec

Certification Mark TÜV tested

Protective sleeve with protective sleeve, without protective sleeve


